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village do-nothing, with his mind " nigh about
made up " on an all-important question :

"Mother's kinder feeble; it's time there was
more folks to our house. I guess I'll git mar
ried."
One plum out of this story — the anecdote of
Parson Robbins's "last tussle with the adver

sary" — is just in season :
" You know [said Cal to the group of loafers
in the country store] it hain't ben real fust-rate
sugarin' weather : it hain't thew days, though it's
friz consider'ble night-times. But it's kinder late
for tappin', any way, 'cordin' to the year : so par
son he reckoned he'd be amazin' forehanded this
year, and git his holes bored, and spouts drove
in, and buckets set, so's to be on hand, ye see.
Now them trees never dripped a drop a Thurs
day, nor a Friday, nor a Saturday : three days
the buckets hung right there, and was empty;
but Sabba'-day it come round real warm, the sun
shone powerful, and, when he went to the bush
Monday mornin', the sap troughs and buckets
was brimmin' over full, as sure as you're born.
What docs parson do but take and tip 'em all
up; and Jim Beebe, he was behind him, . . .
heerd him say, ' I know thy works, Satan, tempt
ing me with Lord's Day sap. Get thee behind
me.' And he up and tipped over every drop
onter the ground, and went off."

The titlss of Mrs. Cooke's stories are as sug
gestive as anything further we can say of them—

such as " Dely's Cow," " Miss Beulah's Bonnet,"
" Polly Mariner, Tailoress," " Squire Paine's
Conversion," and '*Mrs. Flint's Married Expe
rience." The whole collection is reprinted from
the magazines— as far back as Putnam's and the
Galaxy — and obviously takes its title from the
idea that all the old-fashioned, quaint specimens
of humanity who appear in them will be recog
nized as acquaintances.

MINOE NOTICES.

Power of Movement in Plants. By Charles
Darwin. [D. Appleton & Co. $2.00.]
This compact volume, of nearly six hundred
pages, and two hundred figures anf diagrams, is
occupied in explaining and discussing an elabo
rate series of experiments, by its eminent author,

upon the "Circumnutation of Plants." Circum-
nutation, as the term is used by the writer, means
the rotary or revolving movement common to all
tips of growing shoots and roots.
If we look, for instance, at a great acacia tree,
we may feel assured that every one of the innu
merable growing shoots is constantly describing
small ellipses: as is each petiole, sub-petiole,
and leaflet. The latter, as well as ordinary
leaves, generally move up and down in nearly
the same vertical plane, so that theydescribe very
narrow ellipses. The flower-peduncles are like
wise continually circumnutating. If we could
look beneath the ground, and our eyes had the
power of a microscope, we should see the tip of
each rootlet endeavouring to sweepsmall ellipses
or circles, as far as the pressure of the surround
ing earth permitted. All this astonishing amount
of movement has been going on year after year
since the time when, as a seedling, the tree first
emerged from the ground." (p. 558.)
The opening chapters of the book show how
these gyratory movements in the tips of the
germinating seedling enable the peduncle to bend
upwards towards the light while the radicle turns
downward, and works its way through the soil,
its sensitive tip moving towards moisture and
away from the light, and any obstructions that
may lie in its path. Succeeding chapters are
devoted to "modified circumnutation," as shown
in the bending and climbing of plants, sleep of
leaves, sensitiveness to light, gravitation, etc.
It may be safely said that no more scientific or

exhaustive treatment of one of the great prob
lems of plant life can be found, even in pains
taking Germany. A convenient arrangement by
which the experiments and more strictly technical

portions are put in smaller type enables the

general reader to gain a good view of this most

interesting subject without laboring through a
massof details, valuable mainly to the specialist.
For a trifle it would be pleasant to have Mr.

Darwin show by what principle of " heredity "

or "survival of the fittest" he persists every
where in using whilst instead of while.

A Century of Dishonor is an apt title for H.
H.'s story of the government's wrongs toward the

Indian tribes. From the removal of the civilized

Cherokees from Georgia at the point of the

bayonet, down to the familiar misfortunes of the
Poncas, border selfishness and national indif
ference have made either enemies or paupers of

thousands of Indian wards who ought to be self-

supporting friends. For some years the govern
ment has been convinced of the costliness of

trying to solve the Indian problem with a shot

gun, it being, as Wendell Phillips has said,

cheaper to send all our red men to Europe and

board them at the best hotels than to fight them

on the plains ; and, now that the conscience of
the people has been likewise touched, we may

expect that the work of civilizing the Indian will

go rapidly forward. A popular presentation of
the facts of the Indian's past will do much to aid

his future. It is with the past that Mrs. Jackson
deals, her book being a relation, and not a discus

sion. It is, too, in great part, a relation of the
darker facts rather than the brighter. Mrs. Jack
son wisely chooses a few only of the representa

tive tribes — the Cherokees, the Poncas, Nez

Perces, etc., whose history is striking and typical
— and weaves into a series of interesting sketches

a great mass of matter contained in the reports

of the Indian Department. A chapter is devoted
to the massacreof Indians by whites, and an ap

pendix has a full account of the infamous Chiv-

ington Sand Creek massacre, the story of both

sides being given ; as also a full account of all

the principal Indian tribes, taken from Gen.

Walker's report as Indian Commissioner. Mrs.

Jackson Reprints a correspondence between her

self and Secretary Schurz concerning an appeal
from the decision of Judge Dundy in the Ponca

case. In this, we regret to say, she figures as
unable to understand the Secretary's position,
and even to see ordinary candor in his explana

tion of reasons for discouraging suits that, in

view of former decisions of the Supreme Court,

doubtless seemed to him useless. [Harper &

Brothers. $1.50.]

History of Egypt. By Clara Erskine Clement,
with a preface Dy Arthur Gilman. [D. Lothrop
& Co. $1.50.]
An ordinary-sized volume pertaining to a single

country and covering a period of over six thou

sand years, containing, besides, one hundred and

eight illustrations, must be written with unusual

skill if the reader is to be instructed and enter

tained by it. In this case the panorama of his

torical events moves rapidly before our eyes, but

at every point it gives us accurate and vivid pict

ures of the life of Egypt from the earliest to the

latest times. The book does not claim to be a

learned one, still it presents the results of the

best scholarship in a very pleasing and attractive

form. The Bible student will, perhaps, be sur

prised to learn how closely connected the history

of this country is with that of Palestine. The

Holy Land and Egypt naturally belong together ;

and in case the " Eastern question " is ever prop

erly adjusted, the two will be placed under one

government. The climate of Egypt, during the

winter months, is one of the most delightful on

the globe, and the soil is capable of producing,
as it has done century after century, abundant

wealth. Under a good government, the coun

try could be redeemed from poverty and its

inhabitants from degradation. At different
epochs of its history it has been renowned for

art, science, schools, and wisdom which the world

still admires. On the other hand, its periods of
darkness, bloodshed, and cruelty have been nu

merous j but theseonly serve to awaken a deeper,

although a painful, interest in this land of mar

vels. In these pages the worst as well as the
best is set before the reader, and we shall be sur

prised if his attention is not firmly held from the

beginning to the end of the narrative. The

volume is the first of a series on European coun

tries under Mr. Gilman's general editorship, but

by different writers.

The publications of the English Dialect So

ciety for 1880 are Old Country and Farming
Words, Gleaned from Agricultural Books, by

James Britten, F.LS., of the Department of
Botany of the British Museum ; A Glossary of
Words in use in the Counties of Antrim and
Down, by William Hugh Patterson, M.K.I. A.,
member of the Royal Historical and Archaeo

logical Society, of Ireland ; A Glossary of Words
in use in Cornwall, by Miss M. A. Courtney and

Thomas Q. Couch ; and an Early English Hymn,
of the fifteenth century, with "a phonetic copy "

made soon after, edited by F. J. Furnivall and
A. J. Ellis. The last-mentioned is a slight affair,
but it is of importance as giving a good notion

of the actual pronunciation of English at the

period, than which few things are more difficult

to obtain. In the lists found in the other vol

umes we are met constantly, as we have been in

former publications of the Dialect Society, by
the similarity which exists between many words

and those now heard among our own country

people. These lists will be interesting to any
one. We meet such words as " hogo," from the

French haul gout, meaning a strong smell; "gull
ing," for what our farmers call "gulleying,"

spoken of roads; "orts" is used in England, as
it is in Massachusetts, for "remnants ;" "phill "

is used as it is by Shakespeare, and by our

farmers, for " thills ; " " sleek " means " smooth ; "

"stint" means "limit," as in the phrase "eight
rows are my stint ; " and "yolk" stands for the
yellow grease in wool, just as it does now in our

country. [London : Triibner & Co.]

— We claim to be as modest as the next ; but

we could not let this kind word from the St.

Joseph (Mo.) Gazettego by without a pang:

The Literary World. —This fortnightly, the
best of all American literary journals, conies to
our table with a heartier welcome than any of its
fellows. No new book escapes its attention, and
no literary event passes by without its full and
suggestive treatment.

— Who is " Lawrence Lancewood," author of
the new " Lindendale Stories," soon to be pub

lished by Henry A. Sumner & Co., of Chicago ?
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